Molecular-cytogenetic analysis of fragmentation of chromosome 17 in the breast cancer cell line EFM-19.
Because a previous study by conventional cytogenetics had revealed a nullisomy 17 in the breast cancer cell line EFM-19, we analysed that cell line by SKY-FISH and by FISH using different probes derived from chromosome 17. A bicolor FISH using a HER2-specific probe and a chromosome 17 centromeric probe showed five HER2 and six centromeric signals all appearing on different chromosomes A further bicolor FISH using a chromosome 17-specific painting probe and a HER2-specific probe revealed that the HER2 signals were always localized within chromosome 17 segments constituting part of structurally altered chromosomes as deduced from their G-banding. Further FISH analyses using single-locus probes of chromosome 17, i.e., for MDS, p53, SMS and RARA, showed that all five chromosome 17 painting segments contained material from the long arm but only two painting segments had additional material from the short arm. A SKY-FISH confirmed the results of the chromosome 17 painting by FISH, except for one structurally altered chromosome showing additional chromosome 17 material detected by the SKY experiment. These results allow us to conclude that, in this cell line, polysomy 17 has preceeded the fragmentation of chromosome 17 leading to amplification of small parts of that chromosome as well as to extended losses. As to a general mechanism, polysomy 17 and a fragility of this, chromosome in breast cancer cells may not only account for part of the cases with HER2 amplification but, at the same time, may further support malignant progression due to the loss of tumor suppressor genes as e.g. p53.